Background: The Thoracic Index (TI) is a useful tool for evaluating costal mobility as a component of respiritory mechanics in adults with asthma. In a review of the literature, however, few studies were found that reported the psychometrics of this test. The goal of this study is to evaluate the reproducibility and validity of the TI in adults with asthma. Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted to evaluate the diagnostic tests. Measurements were done randomly by two independent evaluators. The variables measured included thoracic mobility (TI and photogrammetric analysis), sociodemographic and anthropometric variables, and other variables related to the disease. TI reliability included the determination of the intra-and inter-evaluator agreement and reproducibility using the Bland and Altman limits of agreement method and the Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). The convergent validity was established using Pearson's correlation coefficient. The level of significance was p < 0.05. Results: Twenty-six adults with stable asthma participated in this study. The limits of the intra-and inter-evaluator agreement were found to be acceptable and good, respectively, with an average of differences close to zero in both cases. The intra-evaluator reproducibility was between poor and acceptable (TI between 0.57 and 0.93), while the inter-evaluator reproducibility was between acceptable and good (TI between 0.62 and 0.86). The convergent validity between the TI and photogrammetric analysis was between moderate and high (r between 0.55 and 0.73). Conclusions: The TI is a reliable and valid measurement that can be used to evaluate costal mobility in adults with asthma. In a clinical setting, it can contribute to a nonbiased measurement, and in a research environment, it is useful for documenting the results of interventions, reducing the probability that the results will be affected by any variability in measurement.
Background
Asthma is considered the world's most common chronic respiratory disease. It affects 334 million people of all ages and is the 14th most important disorder in the world in terms of its extent and duration of disability [1] . It is characterized by a chronic inflammation of the airways, limiting the expiratory airflow, which produces intermittent hyperinflation and adaptations in the thoracic cage to move the trapped air, with reduced costal mobility [2] [3] [4] .
The evaluation of thoracic mobility allows us to quantify the functional consequences and the degree to which asthma is controlled [3] . Photogrammetry is one of the tools available for this evaluation, providing a kinematic analysis of respiratory movements, but it requires special equipment and training, and the computerized analysis of images requires additional time per patient, increasing its cost and minimizing its clinical applicability [5] [6] [7] . Thoracic perimetry is used in a clinical context, expressed as the Thoracic Index (TI), because it is a low-cost and easy-to-apply technique. In a review of the literature, however, no studies were found that evaluated the TI's psychometric properties in adults with stable asthma [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Having reliable and valid measuring tools in a clinical setting allows the clinician to provide an objective evaluation and diagnosis, and to undertake appropriate interventions to improve the respiratory mechanics compromised by asthma [2] . They are also useful in a research context for demonstrating the results of physiotherapeutic interventions, decreasing the likelihood that the effects obtained will be influenced by any variability in the measurements [9] .
For these reasons, it is necessary to evaluate the psychometric properties of the tests used in clinical practice, using tests and measurements of proven validity and reproducibility as test comparators. The reliability and validity of the TI are tested against a photogrammetric analysis of the breathing cycle. This will allow an improved evaluation of the respiratory mechanics in asthma. It will also allow the control of the disease to be monitored and the provision of an evidentiary basis for intervention programs to control symptoms, prevent complications, and improve the functionality and quality of life of this population [12, 13] .
The objective of this study was to evaluate the intraand inter-evaluator reliability of TI measurements, and the convergent validity between the TI and photogrammetric analysis in a population of asthmatic adults.
Method
A study was conducted to evaluate the reliability and validity of diagnostic tests using a cross-sectional sample [14] .
Subjects
The subject group included adults with stable asthma. People with comorbidities such as the following were excluded: cardiac disease, uncontrolled arterial hypertension, post-operative from lung biopsy, spinal injury, ocular injury, tracheotomy, upper respiratory tract surgery or trauma, hemodynamic instability, pregnancy, or respiratory infections [15] with musculoskeletal or neurological sequels or diseases that compromised thoracic mobility and muscular control [16] , with a lack of voluntary force during spirometry, defined as the peak expiratory flow (PEF) or forced expiratory flow (FEF) at 25%, below the 60% normal value [17] [18] [19] . The measurements were taken at the Movement Analysis Laboratory at the School of Physiotherapy at the Universidad Industrial de Santander.
Evaluators
Two physical therapists with clinical experience of between 5 and 13 years participated in this study. They standardized their verbal instructions and manual contact with the subjects and were trained in applying the tests to avoid classification bias.
Procedure
The protocol consisted of measurements that were taken on three days (between 2 and 8 days apart). The screening and familiarization with the object of the study were carried out on the first day, including the anthropometric and spirometric measurements, the evaluation of the sociodemographic variables and the variables related to the disease and its monitoring, as well as familiarization with the variables of thoracic mobility. The TI was measured independently by the two evaluators on the second day. The measurement of the TI by the evaluators was repeated on the third day. An evaluator also conducted the photogrammetry on the third day. The thoracic mobility variables were measured in random order, and an evaluator monitored the participants at the beginning and end of each session. The two evaluators were blinded to previous measurements and to the measurements of the other evaluator, and the evaluations were carried out at the same time of day. The subjects were asked to continue their medical treatment for the duration of the study (Fig. 1 ).
Measurements Spirometry
A Spirobank G brand MIR SRL spirometer was used; the technical procedures recommended by the American Thoracic Society and the European Respiratory Society were followed [17, 20] . The subjects exhaled as hard as they could at least three times. Their peak expiratory flow (PEF) was measured, as was their forced expiratory flow, (FEF) 25% . If the PEF was under 60% of the predicted value [17, 18, 20] , the participant was excluded from the study. The volume exhaled at the end of the first second (FEV 1 ) was also noted, as was the forced vital capacity (FVC) and the ratio FEV 1 /FVC.
Anthropometric variables
Body weight was measured using a portable digital scale. Height was measured to an accuracy of 1 mm using a non-stretchable metal tape measure. Recommendations for the anthropometric procedures were followed as stated in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey manual published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [21] . Height was measured in meters (m) and weight in kilograms (Kg), and their values were used to calculate the body mass index (BMI, weight/height 2 ) [22, 23] .
Monitoring variables
Vital signs were measured (heart rate in beats per minute; respiratory rate in breaths per minute; and arterial tension in millimeters of mercury) [24, 25] . Oxygen saturation was measured to an accuracy of 2% [26] . The findings from pulmonary auscultation and observed respiratory difficulty as measured by the Borg Scale [25, 27] were also recorded.
Variables of thoracic mobility
Thoracic mobility was measured using the TI and photogrammetric analysis. The evaluation was conducted with the participants in a sitting position in a backless chair with their feet flat on the floor and arms resting on adjustableheight armrests. The thorax was uncovered for the men and partially uncovered for the women. Thoracic circumference was measured using a non-stretchable metal tape measure at three levels in the rib cage. Reflective markers were placed on the anatomical structures at each level, including the axillary level, the third anterior intercostal space in the front, and the fifth thoracic spinous process in the back; at the level of the xiphoid, the xiphoid process in the front and the tenth thoracic spinous process in the back; at the umbilical level, the umbilical scar in the front and the third thoracic spinous process in the back. The procedure was standardized, putting zero on the metal tape measure at the corporal midpoint at the levels of the respective reflective markers. The participants were requested to take a maximally deep breath and then to exhale maximally. The tape measure was adjusted at the end of the inhalation and again at the end of the exhalation, and the result in centimeters was obtained by finding the difference between the diameter at the maximal inhalation and the diameter at the maximal exhalation [9, 11, 28] .
Measurements were taken twice at each level; the higher of the two measurements and the average of the two measurements were recorded.
For the photogrammetric analysis, reflective markers were placed at the same levels as for the TI measurement, and photographic images were taken of the participants at maximum inhalation and maximum exhalation. As with the measurements, two photographs were taken, and each one was processed using Software for Postural Evaluation (SAPO). Thoracic-abdominal displacement in centimeters was obtained at the axillary, xiphoidal, and abdominal levels for the maximum and average values of each measurement [29] .
Statistical analysis
Having taken two measurements at each level, assuming an explanatory power of 80% and a significance level of 5% with a loss percentage of 20% [30] , it was determined that between 25 and 35 people would be sufficient to assess the psychometric properties.
The central tendency and dispersion measures were applied to characterize the population based on the nature and distribution of the variables. The analysis of the TI's reliability included determining the level of agreement and reproducibility, both intra-and interevaluator, using the Bland and Altman limits of agreement method [31] and the Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC 2, K), thus establishing their respective Confidence Intervals at 95% (CI95%). The TI was categorized as follows: good reproducibility between 0.8 and 1.0; fair reproducibility between 0.6 and 0.79; poor reproducibility ICC < 0.6; and clinically acceptable > 0.7 [9] . The convergent external validity was established using Pearson's correlation coefficient. The expected level of correlation was classified in keeping with the 
Results

Participant flow
Twenty-nine adults bwith stable asthma were included in the study; three of them did not complete the required evaluations because they did not attend the three measurement days, so 26 were included in the definitive analysis ( Fig. 1 ); 16/26 (61.54%) were women. Table 1 describes the sample in terms of the general spirometric characteristics and characteristics related to the disease. The spirometric pattern was determined to be normal for all the participants based on FEV 1 and FVC exceeding 80% of the predicted value, and the FEV 1 /FVC relation over 70% of the predicted value [20] .
TI reliability
The analysis of the intra-evaluator agreement showed acceptable limits of agreement for two evaluators, with the average of the differences between them close to zero, using both the maximum value and the average (Fig. 2 ). In the intra-observer analysis, the Bland Altman plots showed a limits of agreement narrowest at the xiphoid level (Evaluator 1: 1.892 and 1.576; Evaluator 2: 1.006 and 1.206) and greater difference at the abdominal level (Evaluator 1: 3.519 and 2.888; Evaluator 2: 3.038 and 2.415).
In the inter-observer analysis the Bland-Altman plots showed a smaller difference at the xiphoid level (measurement 1: 1.787 and 1.917; measurement 2: 1.773 and 2.342) and greater at the abdominal level (measurement 1: 3.638 and 3.100; measurement 2: 2.659 and 2.090). Only 3.23% of the data were outside the limits of agreement, representing one participant at the xiphoid level and one at the abdominal level, both on the first measurement day. The following figures illustrate a similar data distribution, without significant bias ( Figs. 3 and 4 ). In general, there was good intra-and inter-evaluator agreement at the three levels of measurement [9] .
TI reproducibility
The intra-evaluator reproducibility for measurement at the axillary level was between poor and acceptable (ICC between 0.57 and 0.68), analyzing the maximum and average values, respectively. At the xiphoid level it was good (ICC between 0.85 and 0.93) and at the abdominal level it was between acceptable and good (ICC between 0.70 and 0.82), with wider confidence intervals at the axillary and abdominal levels. The reproducibility between the evaluators was acceptable at the axillary level both for the maximum and average values (ICC between 0.62 and 0.66), and good at the xiphoid and abdominal levels (ICC between 0.78 and 0.86), with wider confidence intervals at the axillary level (Tables 2 and 3) .
Convergent validity between the TI and thoracic kinematics
The correlation using the maximum value was moderate at the axillary and xiphoid levels, and high at the abdominal level (r axillary: 0.621; xiphoid: 0.668; abdominal: 0.733), with narrower confidence intervals at the abdominal level. The correlation using the average value was moderate at the axillary level (r: 0.55) and high at the xiphoid and abdominal levels (r: 0.757 and 0.696, respectively), with narrower confidence intervals at the xiphoid level ( Fig. 5 ).
Discussion
Within the established reliability, the limits to agreement were narrower at all the measurement levels than those reported by Malaguti et al. [9] , who evaluated the reproducibility of thoracic cirtometry in people with COPD. This result can be attributed to the standardization of all the conditions within the protocol. The limits were considered acceptable both for the intra-evaluator and inter-evaluator agreements, using the maximum and average values with an average of differences close to zero, thus demonstrating control of measurement bias, possibly resulting from the session where the evaluators were trained and the participants were familiarized with the measurements. In both studies, the limits were narrowest at the xiphoid level and widest apart at the abdominal level. Malaguti et al. [9] attributed the greater variability at the abdominal level to differences in the breathing patterns of each participant at maximum inhalation. In addition, when analyzing the variability at the abdominal level in the seated position, the distribution of the pulmonary volumes should be taken into consideration. Lee et al. [32] concluded that subtle changes in the trunk position of healthy adults can alter the configuration and movement of the thoracic wall, as well as the distribution of the respiratory volume, changes that can be attributed to modifications in muscular activation [33] .
These modifications in the neck and trunk muscles are related to the double function of these muscles in the respiratory cycle and postural control [34, 35] , especially at the abdominal level. Postural adjustments in a seated position can influence breathing patterns due to the alternation of these functions. Small postural changes can favor the predominance of either the postural or the respiratory function [33, 36] . Thus, despite having a standardized seated posture for every participant, small postural adjustments may have influenced the variability of the measurements.
Romei et al. [6] found that costal kinematics in healthy adults are significantly affected by the trunk position. A gradually increasing inclination of the trunk leads to a progressive reduction in rib cage displacement and an increasing abdominal contribution leads to tidal volume. These findings may also explain the variable TI measurements for individual subjects, and indicate aspects of intra-subject measurements that can generate random errors outside the evaluator's control.
In addition, the measurement of costal mobility has been used to determine the effectiveness of physiotherapeutic interventions for people with asthma. Burianová et al. [37] evaluated the effect of physiotherapeutic treatment on thoracic mobility and reported a statistically significant improvement with total increments of between 1.5 cm and 2.1 cm for men at the level of the fourth rib and xiphoid level, respectively, and of 2 cm for women at both levels. The findings of this study, however, suggest that changes under 2.1 cm cannot be considered clinically significant, as they can represent randomization given the variability of measurements for either the evaluated subject or the evaluator rather than the effect of the intervention, which is highly relevant in the clinical practice of physiotherapy.
With regard to reproducibility, a wide IC of 95% was found at every level, which should be analyzed in light of the participants' pathological condition. In asthma, hyperinflation takes place during the crisis. When the disease recedes, breathing patterns may vary from person to person [38] . Thus, greater variations in costal mobility may appear in asthma patients than in people with COPD, which could explain the lesser reproducibility at the axillary level in this study compared to Malaguti et al. [9] .
The intra-evaluator reproducibility of between acceptable and good may be attributable to the influence of sex over mobility. Romei et al. [6] showed that the abdominal contribution to tidal volume is less among women, so including subjects of both sexes in this study may have introduced an additional source of variability. The participants' posture during the evaluation constitutes another influential factor. Verschekelen et al. [39] described a greater contribution of the superior costal level when respiratory maneuvers were carried out at the vital capacity level in a standing position compared to measurements at the vital capacity level in a supine a b The inter-evaluator reproducibility in this project was similar to that of Malaguti et al. [9] . The ICCs were acceptable at the axillary level and good at the xiphoid and abdominal levels, with 95% IC. Muscular activation of the upper limbs may have contributed to lesser reproducibility at the axillary level. In healthy subjects, elevating the arm during everyday activities increases ventilatory activity, as the muscles implicated in the positioning of the arm decrease their participation in respiration, thus affecting the mechanics of the ventilatory effort [40] . These adjustments may apply to the present study, which could explain the acceptable reproducibility at the axillary level.
The intra-and inter-evaluator reproducibility was lower at the axillary level, which is considered below the clinically acceptable level. This level is based on the application of the measurements in clinical trials. In these studies the variability of group means is related to sample size. For that reason a 0.70 reliability threshold is appropriate [41] .
On the other hand, the use of 0.7 threshold in the clinical scenario, would be limited due that the random variability of patient is greater that in clinical trial conditions. Additionally, intra-and inter-evaluator reproducibility was classified as clinically acceptable in xiphoid and abdominal levels. However, at the xiphoid level there was better inter-evaluator reproducibility than intra-evaluator, a finding that we consider a random effect because no clinical reasons are identified for such differences; and in any case, these differences do not represent changes in the decision to use or not the TI in the clinical or research context.
With regard to the external convergence construct validity, the analysis using the maximum value and the average of the two instances of the TI measurement and photogrammetry showed a correlation of between moderate and high at every level. The confidence intervals were wide at the three levels.
This positive correlation between the kinematic and TI analyses is based on the fact that both tests were evaluating the same construct: costal mobility, and the maneuvers used in the two cases are similar. Costal mobility results from the distensibility of tissue, and it could be inferred that both methods measure this biomechanical property at the three levels. Previous studies [9] have suggested that distensibility is greatest at the abdominal level, which could explain the high correlation observed in this study at that level.
The lesser correlation at the costal level (axillary and xiphoid) can be understood beginning with the modifications to the distribution of air in this area, responding to individual breathing patterns and the consequences of intermittent hyperinflation. In asthma, hyperinflation is considered intermittent, as it appears during crises and disappears during inter-crisis periods [38] . With regard to the type of pattern used, it was considered relevant to evaluate the correlation by allowing each subject to spontaneously maximize his/her respiration, which allowed for modified distributions of the volume of air in each test.
The consequences of hyperinflation with regard to the distribution of air in the rib cage have been studied by other authors [3] , and it has been established that the volume of trapped air moves principally to the upper costal level, thus reducing distensibility [33] . This, together with the pathologic increased time taken to empty a lung of air and the local limitation to respiratory flow, produces hyperinflation in the other regions of the lung in patients with asthma [42] .
The results of this study suggest that TI reliability and validity are similar when using measurements of the maximum and average values. The maximum value corresponds to a greater effort by a person to move lung volumes and capacities into and out of the rib cage, while the average value illustrates the typical form of costal mobility when the subject is requested to exert a greater-than-baseline respiratory effort [43] . For the above reasons, the TI can be used in clinical practice with people who can perform maximally at just one attempt, as well as those who require two or more attempts to obtain a result. In either case, a standardized protocol that includes every level of measurement should be considered, with an emphasis on explaining the maneuver and the commands or requests that are most effective at eliciting maximum force.
Some factors in the evaluation of the TI are outside the control of the evaluator, for example, sex, dynamic postural adjustments, breathing pattern, and muscular activation during the test [6] , but they should be considered in the clinical setting when the effects of the disease or the results of the evaluation and the physiotherapeutic management are being analyzed. The evaluation of the effects of an intervention on costal mobility should include all these factors and should always be analyzed keeping in mind that statistically significant changes should be reflected in an improvement of the clinical condition.
Within the limits of the study, it was found that the TI's psychometric properties were established for adults with stable asthma, for which reason the results are limited to people with these characteristics. It is recommended that the psychometric properties of these evaluations be assessed with other age groups, at different phases of the disease, and with other pathologies.
The TI measurements and measurements of costal kinematics were taken after requesting maximum respiratory force. However, lung volumes and capacities were not measured objectively using tools such as plethysmography. Thus, it was not possible to standardize the exact quantifiable volume when the measurements were taken. It is recommended that lung volumes and capacities be quantified using plethysmography to decrease variability in TI measurement in future research.
Conclusions
Based on our review of the literature, this is the first study to evaluate the reliability and validity of perimetry in adults with stable asthma. Many works have demonstrated changes to respiratory mechanics in people with asthma, so this kind of evaluation should be routine for asthma patients.
The quality of the measurement techniques determines the quality of the research results and the decisions for the clinical management of these patients, and studies of reliability and validity help avoid errors in interpreting variables before and after interventions. In this study, the good reliability can be attributed to the standardization of the test and the use of a special session for familiarization. Nonetheless, it is important to remember that some aspects could not be controlled by the evaluator such as the subject's sex and his/her dynamic postural adjustments.
A moderate to high correlation was found between the costal mobility variables, and the validity of the external convergent construct for the TI was established. This correlation stems from the fact that the same construct (costal mobility) was evaluated for both tests, and it depends on the distensibility of tissues. The elements that affect this correlation and that are not susceptible to control are individual breathing patterns and the consequences of the pathology for respiratory mechanics.
It can be concluded that the TI is a valid and reproducible measurement that can be used by health professionals during the physical examination of the thorax to evaluate thoracic mobility in adults with asthma, thus broadening their analysis of the respiratory mechanics in each case. This test can also be applied in controlled a b 
